Cruising Feature

A family’s
quest for life’s
essence
– becoming
live-aboards
on their
Moody 425

by Dini Martinez
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Sailing Yoga Family
– Part 1

What originally was just describing the
three pillars of my life, has turned into our
blog with considerable following and the
name we tend to be known by in the
cruising community: Sailing Yoga Family.
But let’s wind back four years. Who were
we then? And who are we now?
Then, we looked like a typical young Sydney
family with proper jobs, a house near
beautiful Bondi beach, a great community
and a toddler. However, as soon as baby
number two
announced himself, we
sold everything and
left for the other side
of the world.
Exploring cruising as a
lifestyle with my most
loved ones had been
my lifelong dream and
I didn’t want to wait
any longer.
I am a freelance
writer, yoga teacher,
doula – and all-time
sailor. My husband is
an Argentinean-born
accountant who –
growing up in
Patagonia’s mountains
had never set foot on a
boat before meeting me. Our two boys are
now two and four and rather free-spirited,
global nomads, as well as avid boat kids –
and well, also just normal toddlers.
www.moodyowners.org

Start in the Med

We decided to start our adventure in the
Mediterranean due to the lack of extreme
weather, like the cyclones we regularly get
around Australia’s East Coast; the bigger
market for blue-water-sailing yachts at equal
or cheaper prices than Australia; and the
proximity of extended family who we hoped
to visit during the stormy winter months.
The first six months saw us living in a
campervan, skirting along the coastline of
Italy, France (South), Spain, Portugal, back to
France (Atlantic) and eventually the UK. We
were set on a centre-cockpit with reputable
name around 40 feet and stopped at every
port we could to further define our search.
When we saw our first Moody 425 by
accident just as we were about to cross into
Spain, we knew what we wanted. Never
before had we imagined that we could afford
the luxury of a guest cabin, let alone with ensuite, in the size-boat we were looking for.
However, the French price tag didn’t fit our
budget and the subsequent Spanish and
Portuguese models didn’t fit our ready-to-sail
requirements (Read: mould everywhere,
water intake left, right and centre, rust all
over etc).

Finding our boat

It was a cold and rainy November night when
we finally crossed the English Channel. We
were boat-less, homeless and quickly eating
into savings put aside for the boat and first
year of live-aboard life. The colder it got in
our little motor-home, the lower the morale

sunk. Then my husband decided to fly to
Greece to look at the last Moody 425 around
which seemed in a good state at a reasonable
price, slightly under our maximum of
€100,000 (approximately £75,000 at the
time). The moment he stepped on board, he
called me – just as the gas was about to run
out in the campervan, the kids snotty and
freezing, my credit card just been stolen and I
about to buy a one-way ticket back to then
summery Australia: “Darling, I found our
boat!”
We didn’t move aboard in the middle of
winter as we were after the best possible
start. Instead, we used the few months we
had in a good economy to top up the kitty
and work in Southampton where we met
many lovely MOA friends, who we have
been in regular contact with ever since.
When spring arrived, we were ready and
Basimakopouloi Shipyard in Kilada on the
Peloponnese Peninsula welcomed us as
warmly as only Greece can: brightest
sunshine, ripe oranges, delicious creamy
yoghurt, over-filled fig trees, cheap wine,
traditional music from inviting tavernas along
the waterfront of this sleepy fishing village
and our Happy Dancer happily moored in the
well-protected bay. A big plus was that one of
our newly-made MOA friends not only had
exactly the same boat, but also in exactly the
same yard as ours. Needless to say that,
Ralph, from Alchemy, soon became our new
best friend and we are still thankful for many
tips, tricks and insight he gave us from the
start of our big journey.

Moving abroad

Gorgeous Greece

Moving from a 21 foot motor-home into a 42
foot boat was a massive upgrade, but still not
easy. Nothing is easy with two toddlers intow. Nevertheless, we had fun and took
things slowly, at our own pace. We had no
rush and nowhere to be. Week three aboard,
we hired a professional RYA Yachtmaster
trainer and mechanic to spend a week on
board, finalise my practicals which I hadn’t
managed to get before leaving Australia
between saving up,
jobs, kids and
preparations. Nick
Blandy, who we
cannot recommend
highly enough, was an
angel for us.
He jumped from the
local promenade in
Ermioni just as our
engine was about to
fail, our anchor hadn’t
hooked in properly
and our stern was
about to be destroyed
on the dock in the
upcoming 30kn
winds. Mediterranean
mooring manoeuvres
weren’t something we
had gotten much practice in back home in
Sydney Harbour! He saved us in many ways
– from spending two solid days with Pablo in
the engine and making a hands-on mechanic
out of a long-standing accountant; over
www.moodyowners.org

Lefkas Castle
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Poros

Knight Marine
Electronics

giving me the confidence I needed in
mooring skills as a young female skipper; to
boosting our self-confidence which — at
regular, at times even hostile, doubt emails
from many family and friends did make us
wonder whether we had gone completely
nuts, apparently putting our kids through the
worst life possible.

Opening Hours
Monday - Friday
08:00 - 16:00
Saturday 09:00 -12:30

Becoming liveaboards

15%
DISCOUNT FOR

CODE : MOODY

AIS
Instrumentation
Autopilots
Chart Plotters
Internet Onboard
Charging Systems
and much more
Deacons Boatyard , Bursledon Bridge
Southampton United Kingdom SO31 8AZ
www.knightmarineelectronics.com

Telephone: 02381 112032
Email: info@knightmarineelectronics.com

It takes many months from moving your
toothbrush on board to starting to call your
kitchen ‘galley’, to truly live and feel like
live-aboards. Many of the daily family
routines are similar to those on land, but then
again most are a world apart. As much as I
have been trying to reveal through my
articles, blog and videos what the reality of a
live-aboard family can look like, I believe it
is impossible to grasp everything until you
have experienced it yourself. Nothing is like
you imagined it to be. Some things are even
more amazing, breath-taking and beautiful,
while others are incredibly hard, tedious and
exceptionally draining.

Safety, although the top thing on everyone’s
minds, was never a big worry for us. We
sailed conservatively, knew our limits,
constantly improved our knowledge and
skills and got to know the boat as quickly and
as well as we could. Honestly, any normal
road-situation with busy traffic all around
feels way more dangerous to me for my kids
than being out in the open sea on a safe and
comfortable vessel. The kids were tethered
onto the boat (cockpit strong-point or jacklines when it was calm and we went to the
bow to watch dolphins) at all times when we
were underway. At sea, they also wore their
life-jackets, and so did we, if conditions were
anything but dead calm and at always at
night. At anchor, one of us was always with
them on deck, and in the dinghy, life-jackets
were a must.

This is just one example and what felt right
for us. We met several other cruising families
throughout the following cruising years and
for some, our approach seemed liberal, whilst
others would consider it completely
conservative and over-the-top. Like on land,
each family does what they believe is the best
for the safety and happiness of all its
members and it’s for no-one to judge anyone
else.

Sailing — Greece

As our skills and confidence improved, and
we slowly found our groove (Read: right
balance between me-time, couple-time,
family-time, boat-time, off-time, educationaltime, exploring-time, purely kids-fun and
homey-time), we enjoyed one of the most
beautiful sailing paradises in the Med:
visiting places like over-filled yet still
picturesque Poros, slightly more off-thebeaten places in charter-base Aegina, being
the only boat crossing the Corinth Canal on a
warm and spooky night, checking in with the
Oracle of Delphi, forming an unexpected
Dominican friendship which kept us in
Galaxidi for much longer than expected, and
eventually, another unforgettable MOA catch
up in the Ionian, where we sailed for several
fabulous weeks feeding on the veteran
knowledge of the area of London Lass and
her wonderful crew. Eventually, though,
hilarious flotilla armies became fewer and
fewer. Most summer sailors started pulling
their boats out of the water and we could feel
the occasional autumn breeze in our sails. It
was time to find another wintering home.
This time, we wanted to stay on board and
Malta was the only, and also closest, place in
the Med where we had although remote, yet
at least slight hopes, of finding jobs.

From Greece, over Sicily to Malta

The first over-night crossing from Lefkas,
Greece, to Taormina, Sicily, went uneventful

www.moodyowners.org

and dead calm. Like on land, so at sea. The
kids and us settled into a comfortable, quiet
routine shaken up by the occasional bite of
rather big tunas and subsequent fresh
sashimi-vaganza. After months of Souvlaki,
we were ready to treat our taste-buds to
something different and looking forward to
the arts of Sicilian cuisine. Once again, the
welcome could not have been better. Visiting
friends jumped on board for a couple of
weeks as we indulged in, and enjoyed, the
incredible hospitability and contagious smiles
of Sicily’s East Coast.
It was October by then which meant avoiding
big marinas, as we tend to do — being a selfsufficient boat in terms of power and water
— that we barely ever paid mooring fees.
Moreover, with the kids and my rusty yet
substantial knowledge of the Italian language,
we were always embraced by the locals like
part of their family. Italian style. It was hard
to leave, but by then work in Malta had
already started to materialize and I had to get
to The Rock to start teaching yoga
workshops, retreats and classes while Pablo
was in the process of lining up some more
finance work which luckily turned out to be a
long-term engagement.

2015 and beyond in the next Compass
issue

More on our winter in Malta, the following
sailing season in Southern Greece, a haul-out
in Turkey, some surprise adventures, a few
mishaps, many highlights and – an
unexpected and somewhat sad temporary
ending to our cruising life in the next
Compass issue.
Until then, fair winds, clean diesel and happy
sailing on those fabulous boats which are the
Moodys.
Namaste,
Your Sailing Yoga Family
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